
Agree Disagree 

Playing computer games is a waste of time. Children should not be allowed to play them.

Living in the world of binary codes which are is about to provide human beings with 
an alternate reality, it will be an obviously poor understanding of our living-world to see 
computer games as a total waste of time. Although it has its undeniable damages to us 
especially to our children, with a little of attempts to breed some abilities like time 
management in ourselves and our children, we can enjoy this so functional an invention of 
humans.

As a matter of fact, every age has its own characteristics requiring its respective 
humans to get acquainted with and playing, for a kid, can be cited as the most effective tool 
in this way. In the agricultural one, taking as an example, people should have been physically 
more strong or known the instruments needed to be used in agriculture like shovels and 
picks. Consequently, they would be accessible in their living places even for their children in 
that no sooner a child has had come into the world than he/she encountered that agricultural 
age and the presence of its instruments. Simply put, this day and age has its own attributes 
too like computers. It seems oddly enough and even impossible to keep our children away 
from them as an agricultural kid from playing with a shovel. Moreover, being exposed to 
these features, not only do children can develop their connection to the real world, but also 
they can become professionally familiarized with the world they should live in so that they 
have more opportunities in future to flourish.

The other side of the coin, of course, ushers us to some unwilling unintended 
consequences of these games. Doubtlessly, the countless hours spending in just some inches 
from a floodlight on a seat will not be a healthy way for a kid to live. It even gets worse when 
it comes to those psychological effects which can render poor children dissociable and irate 
and even incapable to of leave leaving the virtual world. 

In a nutshell, children have the right to live their current world and enjoy its 
possibilities which can elevate their personalities provided there is some special cares 
oversight which protects them against being vulnerable to its damages.


